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Do you want a Physio who understands you?

Sore Back? Get Relief Now

Our Physios have 50+ years of 
experience helping Veterans  
just like you
One on One appointments in  
private air conditioned rooms. 
Full privacy with no curtains

No hotpacks or tingling machines

For an appointment please call us on 38801649

Dr’s referral required

Gold Card holders pay no charge for Physio appointments

Get relief with hands on Physio 
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REDCLIFFE TPI SUBBRANCH COMMITTEE 

President   Phil Hay   BA, MPubAd, MEdSt, AFAIM, JP(Qual)  07 3869 0250  

Deputy President  Dave Rickman       0458 883 108  

Vice President  Bill Abboud   JP(Qual)      07 3886 6049 

Treasurer   Paddy Neill       07 5429 3807  

Secretary   Mick Karolak       07 3283 1721  

Editor   Peter Allan   BTech(IS), MPA, C.Dec (QLD)  0468 778 712 

Property Member  Bill Abboud   JP (Qual)     07 3886 6049 

Social Director  Beryl Neill       07 5428 7853  

Committee (Other) Ron Carey 

   Darryl Kelly 

   Allan Wardle    

Welfare Officers  Paddy Neill       07 5429 3807 

Beryl Neill       07 5429 3807 

Jo-Anne Shorrock      0407 739 537   

Gus Fraser       07 3264 1797   

Carol Fraser       07 3264 1797   

George Williamson      0413 103 608     

Patrons  Luke Howarth          Federal Member for Petrie  

Edmund Parkinson  

Auditor   Peter Zgrajewski 

All correspondence should be directed to:  

The Secretary Redcliffe TPI Sub Branch  

PO Box 288  

Redcliffe QLD  4020 

 

General Meetings are held at 0930 on the first Monday of each month at the Redcliffe 

Bridge Club Rooms (Old Bowls Club).  

BBQ on Friday following the General Meeting at Jamieson Park Scarborough. 

All TPI members, prospective members and partners welcome. 

DISCLAIMER: The contents of this newsletter are not necessarily the views of the Redcliffe 

TPI Sub Branch, the Editor, or the TPI Association unless otherwise stated. 

Website: http://www.redcliffetpi.com 

Secretary: famickk@yahoo.com.au 

Editor: tpiredcliffe@gmail.com 
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TPI REDCLIFFE 
Dates to Remember 
 
First Monday of the month – General Meeting 
Friday following monthly meeting, free BBQ 

               
Note: The following are indicative events for the months shown.  There may be 
some changes.  TBA - dates will be confirmed, as we get closer to each event. 
 
July 
TBA Bunnings BBQ 
1     General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms 
3     Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
5     Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough 
10   Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
17   Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
20   Xmas in July - Dolphins Leagues Club - $20/Head 
24   Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
31   Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
 
August 
TBA Dinner at the Pavillion 
5     General Meeting Redcliffe Bridge Club Rooms 
7     Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
9     Monthly BBQ Jamieson Park Scarborough 
14   Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
21   Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
28   Redcliffe RSL Wednesday Night Raffle 
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1. Which famous theme park opened on 
the 17th July?  

2. Which American President was shot 
on the 2nd July? 

3. What is the name for a baby Echidna? 
4. What is the only letter not appearing 

in the periodic table? 
5. Which single by the Monkee’s sold 8 million copies worldwide? 
6. What sorts of gifts are given at a 25th wedding annerversary? 
7. Which 2007 Disney film features Remy, a would-be chef? 
8. Bathophobia is a fear of what? 
9. What is the largest organ in the human body? 
10. What is the capital of Texas? 
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Be Connected is a free Australian Government initiative aimed  
at increasing the confidence, skills and online safety of older Australians 
when they use the internet and everyday technology.

Older Australians will be able to learn the basics of going online, including: 

• being safe while online

• talking to or seeing family and friends who live far away, more often

• finding new friends or old friends who share similar interests and hobbies

• keeping up-to-date with what’s happening in their community and around the world 

• shopping online, safely and securely, without leaving home.
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Building on the successful elements of the 

preceding Broadband for Seniors program, 

Be Connected will enable older Australians 

to continue to gain the confidence and skills 

they need to use digital technology.

The Department of Social Services has 

overarching responsibility for implementing 

the Be Connected initiative, in partnership with 

the Office of the eSafety Commissioner. 

Be Connected will help: 

• older Australians who have low or no 

engagement with digital technology

• families, peers and influencers of older 

Australians who lack the skills and 

confidence to go online

• community organisations that are committed 

to digital inclusion and supporting older 

Australians bridge the digital divide.

To learn more or to find your local 

Be Connected Network Partner:

 Call 1300 795 897

 Go to www.beconnected.esafety.gov.au

Be Connected will deliver a range of resources specifically designed 

to support older Australians, as well as families, influencers and community 

organisations who want to help these Australians to get online.

Be Connected website

Older Australians, and their 

families, peers and local 

community organisations, 

can access interactive learning 

activities, training courses, 

web apps and ‘how-to’ 

videos. There are training 

courses covering the basics 

of using computers and digital 

devices, online shopping, 

socialising online and more –

all designed to appeal and be 

of interest to older Australians.

Be Connected National 

Network Manager

Good Things Foundation 

is supporting community 

organisations and services that 

join the Be Connected Network 

to provide free, personalised and 

face-to-face training and support 

to older Australians.

Be Connected Network 

Partner Grants

A total of $20 million in 

small grants is available 

over the next three years 

to support organisations 

joining the Be Connected 

Network as a Network 

Partner. These grants start at 

$1,500 to help Be Connected 

Network Partners get started. 

More information about 

the grants is available on 

the Be Connected website 

www.beconnected.esafety.gov.au

Older Australians with low internet 
skills can often feel isolated from their 
community and family at a time in their 
lives when feeling connected  
is increasingly important.

Be Connected aims to change that through 

a family and community centred approach. 

It will help older Australians to realise the 

value of being connected online and provide 

access to appropriate training and support in 

a safe and familiar environment. 10
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT 
 
At our General Meeting on Monday 3 June I mentioned that the Committee has 
reviewed some items of income/expenditure, and I want to recap these issues here 
for those who could not attend the meeting. 
 
You would appreciate, we always aim to spend all of our income each year on our 
members, so this review covered three items: BBQs, bus trips and raffles.  Our 
objective as to maximise value for money: 

 
BBQs – one of the hallmarks of our Redcliffe TPI Family is our monthly 
BBQ that is free to financial members. 
 

• Our problem lies in estimating the amount of catering required, which can result in 
some over-catering and potential waste.  For example, attendance at monthly 
BBQs varies from 40 to 70, and is over 100 at Christmas. 

• Our solution is to trial placing a BBQ attendance sheet on the meeting table.  If you 
are at the meeting and plan on attending the BBQ, please put your name(s) on the 
BBQ attendance sheet.  It is not an obligation to attend, just a heads up for us to 
better estimate catering requirements. 

• The benefit is that we will have a better idea of how much food to buy and therefore 
save money through less wastage. 

 
Bus Trips – Another benefit of our group is that we subsidise bus trips 
for financial members. 
 

• Our problem arises when we hire a bus with the appropriate capacity but the 
number who actually turn up is substantially less than the number who indicated 
they will go.  In this situation we spend more on hiring a bus than we need to. 

• At this stage our solution is to continue with the current system where members 
put their name(s) on the relevant attendance sheet.  However, we will monitor the 
situation and may consider a non-refundable deposit for some trips. 

• The benefit we hope to achieve is that we have a better estimate of the type of bus 
we require and save unnecessary expenditure. 

 

Wednesday Night Raffles – We currently sell tickets for two raffles at our 
meetings and BBQs.  The first is the raffle of the day, and the second raffle 
is what we call our “Wednesday night ‘cash’ raffle” which we sell at the 
Redcliffe RSL.   

 

• Our problem is that sales at the RSL have been fluctuating wildly and the trend has 
been down, so our objective from RSL sales is not being met. 

• Our solution is to continue with both raffles at meetings and BBQs, but with a 
change in the format of the “cash” raffle.  The cash raffle will continue to have two 
prizes, $50 and $30, and will be drawn at the monthly BBQ (using a random 
number generator).  

• There are a number of benefits.  First, the only people with a chance to win in the 
cash raffle will be our members; and second, we will not have our volunteers sitting 
at the RSL for two hours every Wednesday night for a decreasing return on effort.  
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As you would know, we have a remarkable group 
of people in our Redcliffe TPI Family, including 
volunteers for all sorts of occasions.  Well, another 
one has stepped forward with an outstanding 
gesture.  Someone has given me a Bradford 
Exchange collectable dog tag on the following 
conditions:  
 
1. we raffle it with proceeds going to our group, 
and 
2. the donor remains completely anonymous. 
 
The following words from the Bradford Exchange 
website describing the dog tag: 
 

Memoirs of those courageous Vietnam 
veterans reveal a true bond of brotherhood.  
Whether it was in the open fields, the jungle 
or in house-to-house fighting, what kept each 
soldier alive was his wits and the man next to 
him.  Post-Vietnam, amidst the abuse and the 
confusion, that kinship became even 
stronger.  Exclusive to The Bradford 
Exchange, our exclusive A Nation’s Gratitude 

Dog Tag is worn close to the heart where the real strength of each Vietnam 
digger is found. 
 
The dog tag is crafted of stainless steel for durability and rugged good 
looks.  Within a bed of durable black ion plating, the iconic Huey chopper 
and the words “Vietnam 1962 1972” have renewed power, cast in sculpted 
raised relief.  Gleaming 20K gold accents make them stand out from the 
design, beautifully contrasting the heartfelt phrase, “Veterans Remembered 
- A Nation’s Gratitude”. 
 
The reverse of the dog tag makes an equally poignant statement with the 
engraved message “We fought together embracing duty sacrifice honour”.  
The “A Nation’s Gratitude Dog Tag” also arrives in a custom gift box with a 
Certificate of Authenticity that assures you of its original design and our 
high standards of quality. It is a moving expression of thanks to our Vietnam 
diggers. 

 
I note that the Bradford Exchange Australia proudly supports the Defence Force 
Welfare Association whose aim is to promote and protect the conditions and well-
being of the Defence Family. 
 
The Committee has decided that this item will be the main raffle prize at our Father’s 
Day Meeting scheduled for 2 September. 
 
I respect the person’s wish for anonymity, but this cannot go unacknowledged.  
So, to this person, on behalf of our Redcliffe TPI Family, I say THANK YOU !!  
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There has been some movement on a couple of fronts regarding federal 
government initiatives that might interest some of us; the exemption of 
TPIs from some of the 12 treatment cycle arrangements, and the issue of 
veterans’ recognition. 
 
Our national President (Pat McCabe) has written to us outlining that she 

has received confirmation from DVA on the TPI Exemption for the Exercise 
Physiologists (EP) and Physiotherapy.  DVA recommended that Pat forward the 
following to members: 
 

“As announced on 24 April 2019, the Australian Government has committed 
to exempting veterans who receive the Totally and Permanently Disabled 
(TPI) pension from the treatment cycle for exercise physiology (EP) and 
physiotherapy services.  Other allied health services accessed by TPI 
veterans will be subject to the treatment cycle arrangements. 
 
The treatment cycle will commence on 1 July 2019 (with the exemption for 
TPI veterans for EP and physiotherapy services).  TPI veterans can advise 
their EP and physiotherapy providers that the treatment cycle does not 
apply and service provision can continue as usual. 
 
The Department will be sending letters to clients, GPs and allied health 
providers in the coming weeks. Treatment cycle information will also feature 
in DVA communications, e-news and the Provider news.” 

 
With regard to the Recognition of Veterans, this is the latest I have from 
an authoritative web page; but who knows how it may change in the 
future, or even between when I wrote this and when you read it. 
 

Covenant Oath - Apparently, the Prime Minister  has yet to sign off on the Covenant 
Oath, and this also might require the passing of a bill through parliament. 
 
Lapel Pins - DVA had financial approval for the Lapel Pins so they have been produced 
and are boxed up, but since they are being sent out with the Covenant Oath, there will 
need to be some delay.  (hurry up and wait?) 
 
Veteran Card - existing DVA Health Card holders should receive their Veteran Card 
between now and June 2020; because the roll-out can take up to 12 months due to 
the vast number that must be produced. 
 
DVA advises that, when applying for the Covenant Oath & Lapel Pin through the 
MyService portal, is acceptable for existing DVA-clients to upload an image of their 
Health Card.  DVA is looking into ways to remove the step of uploading “proof of 
service” for existing DVA clients and also for existing clients to claim these items by 
other means.  (and so they should!) 
 
There is no news at this time on the development of the DVA Business Discount Portal. 
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Friday 7 June was a great day for a TPI BBQ.  The sun was blinding 
and there wasn’t a cloud in sight.  Later in the morning, rain did 
threaten, but Huey looked after us and sent the rain either rolling along 
the mountains behind us or passing by out to sea. 
 
However, the day was not without a rocky start.  Diane and I were on 

our way when the Pirate called in and reported that “the starboard boiler wasn’t 
working”.  Sure enough, there was a council notice not to use the right-hand hot plate. 
 
Since we only had one hot plate to work with, we improvised.  We cooked snags early 
and kept them warm in the bain-marie.  In the end we managed to provide our usual 
serving of steak, snags, eggs and onions, as well as salads.  Thanks everyone for 
making it another brilliant bash by the bay. 
 
We were also fortunate on the day to have Ben Sibley along to give us an insightful 
look into footwear and what we could be entitled to from DVA.  Many thanks to Ben 
who now has a shop in Redcliffe as well as Burpengary to service our needs. 
 
Just the one photo from that day taken just after we have set up the tables and are 
waiting for the rest of the setup crew to arrive (you should be able to just make out the 
“out of order” sign about the starboard boiler). 
 

 
 

We have some photos from the sausage sizzle at Bunnings on 
17 June when we had a good list of volunteers.  
  
We managed a reasonable profit, but not due to my presence 

on the early shift when we only sold one snag in two hours!  Once again, customers 
started lining up after I left, and by the time I returned to help close down, our crew 
was reporting that business was “steady” all day. 
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First up, we have the set-up crew (and first shift) including Allan with his 4x4 ute which 
makes transporting all the gear to and from the sizzle so much easier. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Next, we have the mid-morning shift with Ron about to throw more onions on. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

And then we have the last shift of cheerful sizzlers rounding off another successful day 
at Bunnings. 
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Everyone deserves a thank you, including our omnipresent supervisor who, as Allan 
is pointing out, has finally put on the apron and gloves for a stint at the hotplate. 

 

 
 

We know that Mick and Faye source supplies for our super sausage sizzles, but there 
are two people who always manage to slip in under the radar, and who are never 
around when I take the early photos (except this time).  Consequently, I must 
acknowledge and thank Clive and Jaye Clewley who always to turn up with the other 
must have ingredient for our sausage sizzle – onions.  Thanks a million both of you! 

 

 
 

Unfortunately, due to a number of hospitalisations and “stay at 
home” illnesses our June social event (barefoot bowls) was 
cancelled.  Never mind, let’s hope everyone is much better for our 
July event.  
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I am hoping that everyone will be well enough to attend our 
Christmas In July lunch to be held at the Redcliffe Dolphins Club on 
20 July commencing 10am. 
 
Our Christmas In July is a  much sought-after shindig and is always 
fully subscribed.  We usually alternate each year between going 
away and staying local to accommodate members who cannot 
travel far, and this year we are having a lunch rather than an evening 

event to fit in with some of us who are unable to get out at night. 
 
As usual it should be a good get-together full of much merriment.  There will be a small 
cost and Beryl will provide details at our July meeting. 

 
June is Men’s Health Month and the committee had a brief 
discussion on men’s health.  We decided to place a reminder 
in this Commscord for all our mates to make sure you get the 
appropriate tests done. 
 
The tests we discussed are PSA and colonoscopy. 

 
PSA - The incidence of prostate cancer in men is similar to the incidence of breast 
cancer in women, but just not as well publicised.  One of the enzymes in prostatic fluid 
is prostate-specific antigen (PSA).  Your doctor can order this test along with your 
regular test regimen.  As you age, your prostate can become larger, and this is normal 
for most men.  Your doctor can also perform a physical check on your prostate. 
 
Ask your doctor to check your prostate regularly.  An increase in PSA and/or an 
enlarged prostate may need follow up. 
 
Colonoscopy – A colonoscopy is a quick and painless outpatient  medical procedure 
that is done to look for cancer, colon polyps or other abnormalities inside your large 
bowel.  Colonoscopy is done using an instrument called a colonoscope (a type of 
endoscope) - a long, thin, flexible tube containing a camera and a light.  Depending 
on your signs and symptoms your doctor may order a colonoscopy. 
 
Fellas - remember to be proactive in looking after your health, and ladies, if your man 
resists, keep the pressure up to get him to be aware of his own health. 
 

We have received the following message from our State Secretary 
(George Robinson). 
 
“Nominations are called for the following positions (at state level):  
President, Treasurer, Secretary and Committee members.  
Nominations should include a short history of the nominee’s career, 
specific skills and appropriate qualifications.  Nominations will close 
31 August 2019.” 

 
If you are interested in any of these positions, contact George Robinson and ask of 
him your questions about the various roles.  Then if you think you want to have a go, 
submit an application.  
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There will be a change to our regular routine in 
September, so please make a  note in your diary.  As in 
previous years, our golfers will be on their pilgrimage to 
Tenterfield during the first week in September. 
 
To make sure our golfers do not miss out on our BBQ, as 
we have done in the past, our normal Friday BBQ will be 
delayed until Friday 13 September when it will be a picnic 
not a BBQ.  Picnic, you say - don’t worry, there will be 

more information later that will explain the change. 
 

Oh yes, I almost forgot to mention that Secretary Mick has a 
mountain of old Redcliffe TPI records stored at his place taking 
up a lot of space.   
 
We have decided that the Sub-Branch Secretary only needs 
to keep records for a period of seven years, after which the 

Secretary may destroy the records.   
 
In fact, the Secretary will examine records from time to time and decide whether to 
retain or destroy records older than seven years.  The only records that might be 
considered for retention would be those that have some historical significance. 
 
So, if you have been a naughty boy or girl, and it was more than seven years ago, you 
may now breathe easier. 
 
That is about it for another month, see you at the July General Meeting and BBQ, and 
then at our Christmas in July knees-up. 
 
And remember; just relax – we are all crazy, and it isn’t a competition. 
 
Take care, 
 

Phil 
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Dietitian & Exercise Physiologist 

Are you looking for expert advice on how to improve your health and wellbeing? 

Ambition Health was founded by Mitch Peterman – an experienced and dedicated Dietitian and 

Exercise Physiologist. Mitch is passionate about empowering people to achieve better health through 

good nutrition and safe physical activity. Mitch prides himself on providing a tailored plan to each 

individual based on their unique situation and circumstances.  

Entitled Department of Veteran’s Affairs (DVA) clients may be referred for clinically relevant Dietitian 

and/or Exercise Physiology treatment by their GP on a valid D904 referral form. 

Locations:  

328 Oxley Ave, Margate (next to the Golden Ox)  11/328 Gympie Rd, Strathpine 

Call Mitch today on 0413 745 812 or visit www.ambitionhealth.com.au 
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New Vehicle Sales I Pre-Owned Vehicle Sales I Service I Parts 

07 3384 5700 
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Trivia Answers 

1. Disneyland 

2. Garfield 

3. Puggle 

4. J 

5. I’m a believer 

6. Silver 

7. Ratatouille 

8. Depths 

9. Skin  
10. Austin 
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